Tutoring
For Dyslexia in Lancaster County
If you Google “tutor for dyslexia Lancaster PA”...

- Children’s Dyslexia Center
- Wyzant.com
- Tutoringhelp.org
- Maryanne Hershey LinkedIn
- dyslexia-reading-well.com (The Reading Well)
- Wilsonlanguage.com
- LancasterReadingSolutions.com
- OrtonGillinghamOnlineAcademy
Finding a tutor around here is NOT EASY…

Qualification
Certification
Timing
Expense
Consistency
Location
Some families are choosing homeschool plus tutoring as an option.
Microschool is a new trend that may suit kids with dyslexia.
Questions? Comments?

Lauren Maffett, M.Ed.
Rachel Moore, MD